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Lovoš hill

Intended for : Family, Group, Small Children with Adult, Senior, Tourist, experienced Hiker, Athlete, School
Group, foreign Tourist
As: by foot, by bike
GPS: 50°31'39.708"N, 14°1'6.769"E
Usual Duration: 3 hrs
Distance from the center: 8.02 km

Practical information:
At the top is a tourist lodge with a restaurant. To the top you can go along the green tourist trail from Lovosice
or along the blue trail from Oparno. Cottage is open every Friday 15:00-22: 00, Saturday from 10:00-22: 00,
Sunday 10:00-16: 00 and on holidays (can be arranged alternatively). In the restaurant you can refresh (beer,
sausage, fries ...) but also purchase souvenirs eg. tourist stamp (No.489). Unfortunately it is not possible to
spend the night at the cottage because of refurbishment of the rooms.
Web: www.chata-lovos.cz/
E-mail: vaseklovos@centrum.cz
Phone: +420 607 184 600
Source: www.chata-lovos.cz/

Two dominant hills (570m) of different geological composition (basalt and trachyte rocks).
Noticeable, 570 m high conical mountain northwest of Lovosice is due to its massiveness,
graceful shape, steep slopes and position above elbe river main Dominant of Lovosice area.
From the geological point of view, Lovoš is formed of basalt rocks. Neighboring smaller hill
called Kibička or small Lovoš, is on the contrary of phonolite composition.
Thanks to valuable natural assets (rare fauna and flora) was on the Lovoš and Kybička

announced in 1948 a nature reserve with an area of 50 hectares.
At the top is a tourist lodge with a restaurant. To the top you can go along the green tourist
trail from Lovosice or along the blue trail from Oparno. Cottage is open every Friday 15:0022: 00, Saturday from 10:00-22: 00, Sunday 10:00-16: 00 and on holidays (can be arranged
alternatively). In the restaurant you can refresh (beer, sausage, fries ...) but also purchase
souvenirs eg. tourist stamp (No.489).

